U. S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION
VOTING SYSTEM TESTING AND CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

1225 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC. 20005

October 29, 2008
To:

Registered Voting System Manufacturers

From: Brian Hancock, Director
United States Election Assistance Commission
Testing and Certification Program
RE:

EAC Issuance of Notice of Intent to Suspend SysTest, Laboratories Inc.

The U.S. Election Assistance Commission today notified (attached) SyStest Laboratories
Inc. of its intent to suspend the laboratory based upon the suspension of its accreditation
by NIST/NVLAP.
As a result of the notice, SysTest has three days to respond to EAC’s action. If SysTest
cannot refute the fact that NVLAP has suspended the laboratory the EAC will suspend
SysTest and all testing under the EAC’s program must be halted immediately.
Those manufacturers currently using SysTest as their lead VSTL for testing under the
EAC’s program should be aware of their options as provided for in the EAC’s Voting
System Testing and Certification Program Manual and the Voting System Test
Laboratory Program Manual. Per section 4.3.1.2. of the EAC’s Testing and
Certification Program Manual, the EAC Program Director may, at his discretion, allow a
manufacturer to change VSTL’s provided the manufacturer shows good cause for the
change. A manufacturer may request to change its VSTL by providing in writing:
1. A statement indicating the current VSTL conducting testing of their voting
system.
2. The reasoning for the request to change VSTL (good cause).
3. A statement indicating the new VSTL the manufacturer wishes to test the voting
system.
4. A proposed amended Voting System Certification Application reflecting the
proposed VSTL change.
Upon receipt of this information, the EAC Program Director will issue written notice to
the manufacturer regarding the proposed change of VSTL. Upon receipt of expressed
written permission from the Program Director to change VSTLs the manufacturer may

begin testing at the new VSTL in conformance with the EAC’s program requirements.
Manufacturers may also choose to halt testing until such time as SysTest Laboratories
may become eligible to recommence testing of their voting system. Please be aware that
SysTest MAY NOT recommence testing until such time as the EAC provides written
notice to SysTest of their ability to begin testing again under the EAC’s program.
Many of you may have questions regarding the testing already conducted by SysTest and
its use by a new VSTL. Per section 2.10.6. of the EAC’s Voting System Test Laboratory
Program Manual a VSTL may accept prior testing conducted by another VSTL or third
party laboratory provided certain conditions are met. These conditions are:
1. The discrete hardware or software component previously tested is demonstrably
identical to that presently offered for testing.
2. The voting system standards and relevant EAC interpretations applicable to the
prior and current testing are identical.
3. The test methods used are equivalent or identical to current test methods approved
by the EAC.
4. The prior testing has been reviewed by the VSTL and no errors or omissions are
apparent.
5. The adoption and use of prior testing is noted in the test plan and test report.
Please be aware that the lead VSTL is responsible for ensuring that the prior testing has
met these requirements. Like all testing under the EAC’s program, all prior testing
remains subject to EAC technical review and approval.
If you have any questions regarding the possible suspension of SysTest Labs, the process
for the changing of a lead VSTL, or the process for approval of prior testing please do not
hesitate to contact myself or my staff.

Sincerely,

Brian J. Hancock
Director, Testing and Certification
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U. S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION
VOTING SYSTEM TESTING AND CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

1225 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC. 20005

October 29, 2008
Mr. Mark Phillips
Vice President of Compliance Services
SysTest Labs, Incorporated
216 16th Street, Suite 700
Denver, CO 80202-5115
RE: Notice of Intent to Suspend
Pursuant to Section 5.4 of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission’s (EAC) Voting System Test
Laboratory Program Manual (Program Manual), you are hereby notified that the EAC intends to
suspend SysTest for failing to comply with program requirements.
Yesterday, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) informed EAC that its
National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) has suspended SysTest’s
accreditation. A copy of this notice is attached. SysTest’s suspension violates Section 2.4 of the
Program Manual, which requires “all VSTLs must hold a valid accreditation from NIST
[NVLAP].” The section clearly notes that “[t]he loss or suspension of a NVLAP accreditation
will result in the suspension and possible revocation of any EAC accreditation.”
Pursuant to Section 5.4 of the Program Manual, SysTest has the right to respond to this notice.
Your response will be considered by EAC before it issues a Decision on Suspension. Any
response:
•
•
•
•

Must be in writing;
Must be received by the EAC within three days of receipt of this notice;
Must challenge the factual findings that serve as the basis of the suspension (in this case
the fact that NIST NVLAP has suspended SysTest);
May include relevant documentation in support of its challenge.

If you have any questions concerning this notice, please contact the undersigned.
Sincerely,

Director, Testing and Certification Program

Attachment: NIST NVLAP Letter of Suspension

